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1. Motivation 

Fluidization is a unit operation where solid particles are floating in fluid as a result of a 

dynamic equilibrium of drag and gravitational forces. At such conditions, the two phase solid 

fluid mixture behaves similar to a fluid. The transport of mass, momentum and heat in 

fluidized bed are more intensive than in static granular material, thus fluidization is 

encountered in process industry and energy sector. Drying, catalytic cracking and 

polymerization, coal gasification, incineration of organic, biological and toxic wastes are but a 

few examples of processes where fluidized bed technology is used. In the context of coal 

combustion, Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) technology offers substantial advantages over 

the standard pulverized coal (PC) boilers. The main benefit when using CFB is its flexibility 

in fuels used to fire such units. High concentration of inert solid material in the CFB boilers 

stabilizes the combustion process. Hence, large CFB units may be fuelled by low rank brown 

coals (lignite and sub-bituminous), biomass, sludge and wastes, fuels that are very difficult to 

combust in PC boilers.  

The paper concerns oxycombustion, where coal is combusted in a mixture of recirculated CO2 

and pure oxygen. Such technology is used to reduce the costs of the Carbon Capture process.  

2. Hydrodynamics of fluidized bed 

The difficulties in modelling fluidized bed come from the high load of particles whose mutual 

interactions should be accounted for. Standard Euler Lagrange technique of solving the 

transport equations of the continuous phase in Euler coordinates frame while tracking the 

particles using Lagrangian frame neglects the particle interactions and hence cannot be used 

to simulate fluidized bed. Large number of particles and complex solid-fluid interaction does 

not allow for direct application of the powerful Particle Finite Element Method [1]. A 

standard way of modelling fluidized bed remains thus the Euler-Euler approach where the 

particles within a certain diameter span, are treated as a continuous phase. Still, this approach 

leads to prohibitive execution times, even when additional measures, like population balance 

techniques [2], are implemented. The present paper uses an alternative approach where the 

continuous phase is modelled using Eulerian frame, particles are tracked in Lagrangian frame. 

The interactions between particles and wall and particles are modelled using the Kinetic 
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Theory of Granular Flow (KTGF) [3], being an extension of the kinetic molecular theory. 

KDGF equations are solved in Eulerian frame and introduce notions like granular 

temperature, granular viscosity and the like. The details can be found in [4].   

3. Combustion and desulphurization 

Combustion of coal particles in a fluidized bed involves coupled processes of hydrodynamics 

of the particle flow, interactions and energy transfer between particles, flue gas and walls, 

devolatization and chemical reactions. This is accompanied by removing of the sulphur oxide 

by its reaction with lime. Simulation of the mass transfer and chemical reactions can be 

accomplished straightforward while tracking the particles. The difficulty here is the 

knowledge of the kinetics of the processes, which specifically when oxycombustion is 

concerned, is difficult to obtain.  

4. Mathematical model 

The mathematical description of transport phenomena in CFB boilers is cumbersome and 

requires not only an in-depth knowledge of the physics, but also several empirically 

determined parameters. Last not least, the numerical behaviour of the discretised set of 

governing equations requires special measures to obtain convergent schemes. So far, no fully 

3D model of a CFB boiler is reported in the literature. Because of these difficulties, the design 

and operation of the fluidized bed is a result of years of experiences in designing, building and 

testing rather than simulations.  

5. Results 

The paper presents first a 3D CFD model of a pilot installation whose aim is to validate the 

simulations, and a similar model of a large, full scale CFB boiler. Although the workhorse of 

the simulation is ANSYS-FLUENT, a commercial CFD solver, alone obtaining convergent 

results required a development of special strategy. Moreover, the CFB boiler consists of 

several units (separators, heat exchangers etc) whose coupling with the combustion chamber 

has been implemented by a set of user defined functions.  
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